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The Avid Assistant Editor’s Handbook presents new users with what should be their first

experience with this powerful software.Drawing from common Avid assistant editor tasks, the

book starts with digitizing and ends with onlining and the final delivery of a show. There is also

a comprehensive chapter on multigrouping that details this often-used process and often-

encountered job requirement.The Avid Assistant Editor’s Handbook provides new users a solid

foundation for working in Avid, and it can accelerate an Avid assistant editor’s transition to a

coveted editor role.
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with step-by-step tasks in Avid, and guide you around common editing pitfalls all serving to

enhance your skillset, broaden your knowledge, and make your assistant editing in Avid faster

and more efficient. The information provided to you in this book will facilitate your rise from an

assistant editor position to a coveted editor role. Take these lessons to heart, and you will reap

the rewards throughout your editing career.This book is a distillation of concepts and best

practices gained through more than 10 years of hands-on editing for many well-known

companies. The lengthy list of people and companies in the Acknowledgements evidences the

depth and breadth of the knowledgebase at the foundation of this book. While each

postproduction office operates a little differently, the concepts and practices presented here will

hold true and firm withstanding any company-specific adaptations that may be required.A few

tips that will allow this book to be as beneficial to you as possible are as follows:Master a

concept/technique completely before moving on to the next. Each concept/technique builds

upon its predecessors and incomplete knowledge can lead to costly and time-consuming

errors down the line.The purpose of this book is to get you started. This book does not contain

every infinitesimal detail of assistant editing processes or Avid. There is a lot of on-the-job

learning that can never be replaced by a book; however, this book can give you confidence in

those newly learned concepts and techniques. Allow this book to get you moving with

confidence as you find your way around Avid and your job.Ask questions of your coworkers.

The people who succeed are the ones who ask questions, remember the answers, and put

those solutions to work. Be that person! THE ASSISTANT EDITOR CHECKLIST is provided as

a framework for those questions and as a place to store critical information.Have fun! Assistant

editing is a rewarding experience that will pay dividends when you make the jump to editing.

Enjoy yourself and all you are learning because it will make you a better editor.Teach others.

Knowledge is power—power that is meant to be shared. You will encounter people who

jealously guard what they know, but that behavior is counterproductive because by trying to

make things harder for others, they are only making things harder for themselves. Don’t be that

person. Teach a new concept to someone just as you would like someone to teach one to

you.Mac vs. PC. This book is written from the perspective of an Apple-based Avid. To apply this

book to a PC-based Avid, when a shortcut instructs you to press Apple, press Ctrl instead.

Don’t worry, there are reminders throughout the book!Avid version. Avid 3.0.5 is the basis for

this book. As with all technology, newer versions are released all the time, but the concepts

presented in this book hold true through later versions of Avid in that the later versions will

simply make things easier through enhanced menus, updated naming, and so on. Using a

different version of Avid with this book, should not impact your learning experience.There are

different Avid software products, and you may come across Avid NewsCutters, Adrenalines,

Media Composers, or Symphonys. The software you use will determine the name displayed in

some of the windows you’ll see in your editing application, and consequently, the figures in this

book. In this book, those naming differences indicate the name of the software used and aren’t



a cause for concern.Tips, notes, and cautions. Useful tips and extra information is provided

throughout the book. There are also cautions to keep you from losing or corrupting your data.

Keep an eye out!How to Use This BookCHAPTER 1 gets you started by introducing the main

Avid windows—the Project window, Composer window, and Timeline window—and guiding you

through creating user profiles and projects.CHAPTERS 2–11 are each divided into three

sections: Settings Needed, Task Breakdowns, and Did I Do This Correctly?SETTINGS

NEEDED—This section helps you navigate the numerous settings in Avid by listing and

defining those needed to complete the tasks for that chapter. You will need to modify your user

profile to match the settings needed for each chapter. There will be chapters that do not list

settings. In those instances, make sure you have modified your user profile according to the

settings listed in all of the previous chapters. Some chapters require you to consider how you

will handle certain issues—for example, the naming conventions you will use to name projects,

bins, files, sequences, clips, etc.—and these issues are addressed in this section.TASK

BREAKDOWNS—This section provides detailed, step-by-step guides to completing the tasks

for that chapter. Addressing both the how and the why, the task breakdowns are filled with

explanations, tips, and notes.DID I DO THIS CORRECTLY?—This section encourages you to

question yourself about how well you understand the concepts/techniques presented in that

chapter and how comfortable you are with completing the tasks.APPENDICES 1–7 contain

quick-reference guides to some of the tools, configurations, mappings, concepts, and

techniques that you will encounter in this book. APPENDIX 8 is the ASSISTANT EDITOR

CHECKLIST that will accommodate any Avid editing environment you encounter.Book

ConventionsTip | Provides practical but nonessential information related to the current

discussion (for example, an alternative method of performing a function).Note | Provides

information that emphasizes or supplements important points.Caution! | Highlights information

that if not understood or followed will result in data loss or data corruption.A Series of Menu

Selections—Chevrons indicate consecutive menu selections. For example: Select File>>New

Bin.Text That You Type—Quotation marks enclose text that you type: do not type the quotation

marks. For example: Type “15”.Keyboard Shortcuts—There are two types of keyboard

shortcuts.The first type of keyboard shortcut is the result of either default keyboard mapping

(see TABLE APPENDIX 3-1) or customized keyboard mapping: Avid-specific shortcuts that you

customize by mapping Avid commands/functions to your keyboard. For example, in CHAPTER

4: Multigrouping, you are instructed to map the F2–F10 keys on your keyboard to commands

that facilitate multigrouping, such as mapping the Add Edit command to the F8 function key

(see Keyboard Settings), and then a step in a task will instruct you to insert an add edit point in

a timeline with the following: Add Edit (press F8).You are already familiar with the second type

of keyboard shortcut. Mac users know them as Cmd+Key, and PC (Windows) users know them

as Ctrl+Key. For example, Mac: Cmd+V | PC: Ctrl+V is the keyboard shortcut for the Paste

command (see TABLE INTRODUCTION 1-1).(1) Enable Caps Lock on keyboard to hear the

audio during scrubbing.(2) Press period key.CHAPTER 1:Getting Started in AvidTasks in This

ChapterTo create a user profileTo create a project and then open itTo create a binTo open a

binTo change the Interface settingsIN THIS CHAPTER, YOU will learn to create two essential

elements for working in Avid: user profiles and projects. You will also be introduced to the three

main components of the Avid user interface: the Project window, Composer window, and

Timeline window.Creating User ProfilesTo use Avid, you must have a user profile on the

computer that you want to use. If you do not have a user profile on that specific computer, you

have three options: you can import a user or user profile, use a preexisting user profile, or

create a user profile.Avid has numerous settings/options that are stored in your user profile that



are task dependent. Importing a user or user profile is preferred (if you have a profile saved on

another computer) because you may not need to reconfigure the relevant settings/options for

the task at hand. Using a preexisting user profile isn’t the best option because you shouldn’t

configure someone else’s settings, and it is possible that the changes they have made to their

profile won’t make sense to you. If you create a new profile, you will definitely have to configure

your settings/options, but those changes will help you as you work with Avid. Since you are just

getting started in Avid, let’s create your user profile.To create a user profile1. In the Select

Project dialog box (which opens when you start Avid), in the User Profile menu, select Create

User Profile.Figure 1-1. Select Project dialog box.2. In the Create User Profile dialog box, in

the Profile Name box, type a user name, and then click OK.Figure 1-2. Create User Profile

dialog box.The next time you use that computer, you can access your user profile by choosing

it from the User Profile menu.Creating ProjectsProjects serve to keep media organized and

separate from other media. Finding media is easier when you know exactly where it is because

of project creation and organization.To create a project and then open it1. In the Select

Project dialog box (which opens when you start Avid), in the User Profile menu, select a user

profile.2. In the Select a Project area, click New Project.3. In the New Project dialog box that

appears, do the following, and then click OK. (a) In the Project Name box, type a name for

the project. (b) In the Format menu, select a project format.Figure 1-3. New Project dialog

box.Tip | To open a project, in the Select Project dialog box, you can also double-click its name

in the Project list.4. In the Select Project dialog box, in the Project list, click the name of the

newly created project to open it, and then click OK.Note | In the Select Project dialog box, click

Browse (button to the right of the Folder box), and the Project Directory (Mac) | Browse for

Folder (PC) dialog box appears.The Project Directory (Mac) | Browse for Folder (PC) dialog

box allows you to select projects in different locations, and it is used in conjunction with the

project options.Opening a project causes the Project window, Composer window, and Timeline

window to open with the selected user profile settings loaded.Introducing the Avid User

InterfaceWhen you start Avid, the Avid Media Composer window appears displaying the default

setup of the Project window on the left and the Composer window stacked above the Timeline

window on the right.Figure 1-4. Avid Media Composer window.Project WindowThe Project

window is a key user interface component that contains the tools and information required to

work on a project. These tools and this information are located within the Project window’s six

tabs: Bins, Settings, Effects, Format, Usage, and Info. The Project window title bar displays the

project name and the user profile name.The Project window tabs are described as

follows: Bins—The default view that displays project bins and folders. This is where you create

and open bins. Settings—Lists project and user settings that can be modified. Effects—Lists

the effects available for use. Format—Displays information about the project format. Usage—

Displays information about the work session usage. Info—Displays information about system

memory usage and system hardware configuration.Figure 1-5. Project window | Bins tab.Tip |

You can also access these effects via a separate window within the Effect palette.The two tabs

that you will use most frequently are the Bins tab for navigating within a project and the

Settings tab for modifying the settings.BINS TABThe Project window defaults to the Bins tab.

The Bins tab is used to navigate within a project. It displays an alphabetical list of all of the

project bins and folders.To create a bin Select File>>New Bin.To open a bin In the Project

window, on the Bins tab, double-click the bin icon to the left of the bin name, and the bin opens

in a separate window.Tip | You can also create a bin by doing the following: in the Project

window, on the Bins tab, click New Bin (Mac: Cmd+N | PC: Ctrl+N).Note | A bin icon that

appears dimmed indicates an open bin.A diamond (Mac) or an asterisk (PC) preceding the bin



name in a bin’s title bar indicates that changes have been made to the bin and you need to

save it.SETTINGS TABThe Project window Settings tab alphabetically lists all of the settings

that can be modified. Through these settings, you can customize a project to the demands of

the project and to the personal preferences of the assistant editor or editor.If you accidentally

select a user profile other than your own, you don’t have to exit Avid to select your user profile.

On the Settings tab, click the User Profile menu and select your user profile.Figure 1-6. Project

window | Settings tab.Settings are task dependent. In Chapters 2–11, all of the settings

required for the tasks in each chapter are presented in Settings Needed at the beginning of

each chapter. You will be guided through changing the settings in a step-by-step manner. There

will be chapters that do not list settings. In those instances, make sure you have modified your

user profile according to the settings listed in all of the previous chapters.To practice changing

settings, let’s modify the Interface settings. The Interface settings control the appearance of

Avid windows and buttons.To change the Interface settings1. In the Project window, on the

Settings tab, double-click Interface (there will be a check mark next to it).Note | Settings have

selections that are already made—do not change them unless specifically instructed to.2. In

the Interface dialog box that appears, do the following, and then click OK. (a) On the

Appearance tab, click the color box to the left of the Background check box.Figure 1-7.

Interface dialog box | Appearance tab. (b) Select a color, click Apply, and then notice that

the background of the Avid interface elements change to the selected color.Composer

WindowThe Composer window consists of two monitors: the Source monitor on the left and the

Record monitor on the right.The Source monitor displays all the material that can be brought

into Avid. This material includes video clips, music files, images, and graphics. The Source

monitor displays the elements used to create a sequence being built in the Timeline

window.The Record monitor displays the sequences that are loaded in the Timeline

window.Figure 1-8. Composer window = Source monitor + Record monitor. Source monitor:

Shows the elements used to create a sequence | Record monitor: Shows the sequence being

edited.Timeline WindowThe Timeline window displays clips and sequences allowing you to

track and manipulate sequence elements. The Timeline window also displays controls at the

lower-left corner—the Timeline bottom toolbar—allowing for efficient navigation through a

sequence and configuring the details displayed in the tracks.Figure 1-9. Timeline

window.Figure 1-10. Timeline bottom toolbar with numbered components (see Table

1-1).CHAPTER 2:CapturingTasks in This ChapterTo capture an entire tape/discTo capture by

logging clipsMOST POSTPRODUCTION FACILITIES FILM show footage on some type of tape/

disc such as DVCPRO HD, Betacam SP, IMX, or mini DV. Despite their different sizes and

filming lengths, these tape/disc formats share a common denominator: a video deck is needed

to get the video off of the tape/disc and into digital format for import into Avid. The process of

converting information from a tape/disc into digital format is called capturing in Avid, and that

term is used throughout this book; however, within the industry, it is frequently called

digitizing.Video decks can be hooked up to tapes/discs via composite, component (YRB),

FireWire, or serial digital interface (SDI). This is important to know because it affects the

Capture tool setup. Sometimes decks are labeled with the hook-up information, so you will not

have to go behind the system to check. If you are in doubt, ask a seasoned assistant editor or

your company’s video engineer. Your coworkers will appreciate your questions, but make sure

you write down those answers because they won’t want to tell you twice!There are two tasks in

this chapter: To capture an entire tape/disc and To capture by logging clips. Capturing is an

easy process, but it is important that you understand the steps to complete the process and

the reasoning behind them; therefore, throughout the task breakdowns, significant explanations



are provided.Settings NeededConfigure the following settings before beginning the tasks in this

chapter.CAPTURE SETTINGS DIALOG BOXGeneral TabNavigation: Project window | Settings

tab | Select Capture from the Settings list | Capture Settings dialog box | General tab Force

unique clip names (select check box)—When capturing, Avid assigns the names of the clips

based on the bin name. When this option is selected, captured clips will have unique names. In

the event of a timecode break, Avid assigns “.01,” “.02,” “.03,” etc., to subsequent clips to

differentiate among them. Activate bin window after capture (default selection)—When this

option is selected, the bin is automatically selected, so you can immediately work with the

bin. Capture across timecode breaks (select check box)—When this option is selected, Avid

captures to the point of the timecode break, keeps the clip recorded before the break, and

scrolls past the timecode break and continues capturing. This is a great time saver. Stop

capture if a bad frame is detected (clear check box)—When this option is selected, Avid stops

capturing every time there is a bad frame—bad frames occur when there is a camera glitch or

a wrinkle on the tape—so if the tape/disc is not being monitored, a lot of time could be

wasted. Ignore Detected Media Read Errors (default selection)—When this option is selected,

Avid ignores any dropouts on the tape/disc and captures everything it can from the tape/

disc. Ask before discarding a canceled clip (default selection)—When this option is selected,

Avid asks if you want to discard the canceled clip or keep it. Ask for name when a new tape is

seen (default selection)—When this option is selected, Avid prompts you to name the tape/disc

or to select the tape/disc name if it already exists. Otherwise, the tape/disc inserted into the

video deck may not have the correct name assigned to it. Display incoming video in the client

monitor (select check box)—When this option is selected, the video of the tape/disc is

displayed in the client monitor (an external display monitor) letting you know that there is

incoming video.Figure 2-1. Capture Settings dialog box | General tab.MXF Media Files

TabNavigation: Project window | Settings tab | Select Capture from the Settings list | Capture

Settings dialog box | MXF Media Files tab Maximum (default) capture time (enter 190 minutes

or more)—You may have to capture a tape/disc that is longer than the 70-minute default for this

setting, and if this setting is not increased, Avid will stop capturing at the 70-minute mark. Since

it is unlikely that there will be a tape/disc more than 3 hours long (180 minutes), 190 minutes

should be sufficient for the majority of tapes/discs. Better to set it at a high mark and lessen the

risk of Avid not completely capturing a tape/disc.Figure 2-2. Capture Settings dialog box | MXF

Media Files tab.Capturing Entire Tapes/DiscsTo capture an entire tape/disc1. In the Project

window, click the Bins tab.2. Create a bin (Mac: Cmd+N | PC: Ctrl+N).3. Name the new bin

exactly the same as the tape/disc to be captured (or according to your company’s naming

conventions), and then press Enter.Note | The bin automatically created when a new project is

created can also be used as a new bin—you just have to rename it.Tape/discs are named on

set, and the names are typically a composite of the date, camera, tape/disc load, and the

name of the show. For example, the name of a tape/disc filmed on January 4, for the show

“Elvis Life,” on B camera’s first tape/disc could be 0104B01 EL. This naming convention keeps

the tapes/discs organized by show because without the show’s initials, there is a possibility that

another B01 tape/disc from January 4 could exist and cause confusion. Naming conventions

differ from company to company, but no matter how the tapes/discs are named, make sure that

the bins are named according to your company’s naming conventions.Figure 2-3. Bin

components.Note | In Statistics view, it is easy to see if a tape/disc is caught in a capture loop

because the clips being captured have duplicating start and end times.A capture loop occurs

because a tape/disc was recorded to the very end, and as a result, Avid captures the same

section of the tape/disc over and over again from the last timecode break.4. In the Bin



window, click the Text tab.5. On the Bin View menu, select Statistics.Figure 2-4. Bin in Text

view displaying Statistics chosen from the Bin View menu.6. Drag the Resize box (lower-right

corner of the Bin window) to display more columns.Figure 2-5. Bin window resized to display

more columns using Resize box.In Statistics view, the column headings that pertain to

capturing are as follows: Tracks—Displays the tracks present in a clip. (Example: V1 A1-

A2) Start—Displays the start time of a clip. (Example: 01;00;35;02) End—Displays the end

time of a clip. (Example: 01;00;50;15) Duration—Displays the duration of a clip. (Example:

15;13) Tape—Displays the name of the tape/disc the clip was captured from. (Example:

0104B01 EL) Drive—Displays the drive the media files are on. (Example: 0104 (P:))7. Open

the Audio tool (Mac: Cmd+1 | PC: Ctrl+1).The Audio tool displays the audio levels coming into

Avid.Figure 2-6. Audio tool.8. Open the Capture tool (Mac: Cmd+7 | PC: Ctrl+7).Figure 2-7.

Select Tape dialog box.Tip | This is a good time to take a look at APPENDIX 1: Capture

Tool.Caution! | If the Select Tape dialog box appears after opening the Capture tool, click

Cancel to close the Select Tape dialog box.You will typically work in an environment with

multiple edit suites. Multiple decks can be connected to Avid in those suites. Since Avid retains

the Capture tool settings of the last setup, if a different deck is connected, the Capture tool will

have the settings for the previous deck. It is a bad practice to select a tape/disc name when

the wrong deck is connected. If you are certain that the video deck is correctly connected to

Avid and the Capture tool is displaying that video deck’s name in the Deck Selection menu,

proceed to Step 9. Otherwise, see APPENDIX 2: Deck Configuration to make sure that the

video deck connected to Avid is recognized by the Capture tool.9. Ensure that the Capture

tool is set up correctly by checking the following nine components (see FIGURE 2-8): (a)

Channel Selection buttons—Click the channels to be captured. (b) Video (Input) menu—

Select the correct video input settings depending on the deck hookup. (c) Audio (Input) menu

—Select the correct audio input settings depending on the deck hookup. (d) Bin menu—

Ensure that the bin is named correctly. (e) Res (Resolution) menu—Select the correct video

resolution.The final video product should be at a high resolution. Since high-resolution files

take up a lot of server space, some postproduction facilities work in low-resolution files and

then bring in the clips for the final product at a high resolution. Therefore, resolutions must be

set correctly to prevent running out of server space and to prevent low-resolution files from

being in the final product. Re-capturing is a time-consuming process that most postproduction

schedules do not allow for. (f) Target Drive menu—Select the correct drive for the tape/

disc. (g) Time Remaining on Target Drives display—Before capturing, ensure that there is

enough disk space to capture an entire tape/disc. The numbers represent hours, minutes,

seconds, and frames available at that resolution. (h) Deck Selection menu—Displays the

name of the deck Avid believes is connected to the computer. (If the deck name is displayed in

italics, the deck is offline.) (i) Source Tape display—Displays the tape/disc name. The bin

should be named the same as the tape/disc (or in accordance with your company’s naming

conventions).Figure 2-8. Capture Tool window.Note | The Source Tape display will not display a

name because a tape/disc has not been inserted. However, once you become more familiar

with capturing, it is not uncommon to perform these steps in a different order, and as a result, a

tape/disc may already be in the deck and its name will be displayed.10. Insert the tape/disc,

and then do one of the following: (a) If the Select Tape dialog box appears, proceed to Step

11. –or– (b) If the Select Tape dialog box does not appear, read APPENDIX 2: Deck

Configuration. Once you have completed the steps in APPENDIX 2, proceed to Step 11.11. In

the Select Tape dialog box, click New.12. In the Tape Name column, name the tape/disc

correctly.13. Press Enter twice: once to enter the name and once to close the dialog box. The



tape/disc name will update in the Capture tool.Note | Avid retains the names of tapes/discs that

have already been captured. Be careful not to select a tape/disc name that has already been

entered. (Unless that is the name of your tape/disc!)14. On the Capture tool, click Rewind to

rewind the tape/disc to the beginning.Clicking Rewind on the Capture tool will not rewind the

tape/disc if the deck is in local (the deck needs to be in remote to control it through the Capture

tool). Either put the deck in remote and click Rewind on the Capture tool, or press Rewind on

the deck.15. Click Play on the tape/disc via the Capture tool, and then wait for the tape/disc to

get up to speed.16. On the Capture tool, click Record.17. Check if the tape/disc is being

captured by confirming the following: (a) The Capture indicator is flashing.Tip | The tape/disc

should run before the capture process begins (this is called preroll) for at least five seconds.

Later in the editing process, these captured clips are re-captured at a higher resolution (this is

called uprezzing) and letting the tape/disc preroll allows Avid to correctly re-capture the tape/

disc. (b) There is video in the Record monitor. (c) There are audio levels in the Audio tool—

if video and audio were both recorded.18. Do one of the following: (a) If the tape/disc is

being captured, proceed to Step 19. –or– (b) If the tape/disc is not being captured, click

Trash to abort the capture process, and repeat Step 9 (Capture tool setup) and Steps 14–17,

and then proceed to Step 19.19. (Optional) Once capturing begins, on the Capture tool, in the

Clip Name text box, type a name for the clip.20. Let the tape/disc run until all of the footage on

the tape/disc is completely captured and the clips are displayed in the bin.Not every tape/disc

is entirely recorded. Some may have 5 minutes and some may have 30 minutes. The clips in

this bin had approximately 3 minutes on the entire tape/disc (Start: 13;01;12;01 and End:

13;08;04;22). Avid will automatically stop recording at the end of a tape/disc, or you can click

Record on the Capture tool to stop the capturing process.Note | Capture toolRecord button vs.

Trash button Record button (toggle). Click once to begin capturing and click again to stop

capturing. Trash button. Click to abort capturing.21. When the tape/disc has finished

capturing, fast forward the tape/disc using the Capture tool to ensure that there is no additional

footage on it. (The timecode numbers only advance if there is more footage on the tape/disc,

so if the timecode numbers do not advance, then there is no additional footage on the tape/

disc.)22. Rewind the tape/disc almost to the beginning.It is important to rewind the tape/disc

onto timecode (rewind the tape/disc so that the playhead of the deck is resting at a spot where

there is timecode before or after that moment) after capturing because the tape/disc may be

used later. A deck can “hold” on to the timecode of the last tape/disc inserted into the deck, and

it can temporarily assign this “ghost” timecode to a newly inserted tape/disc that is sitting on

the first (or last) bit of timecode. Since the deck cannot determine if a tape/disc is at the

beginning or end, when you instruct Avid to find timecode X, it may try to fast forward/rewind a

tape/disc when the opposite is required.23. Eject the tape.24. Mark the tape/disc with a colored

circle, an “X,” or a check mark (or how your company wants a tape/disc to be marked) to

indicate to other assistant editors that the tape/disc has been captured.25. Double-click one of

the clips in the bin and then confirm that there is video, audio, or both on the clip (depending

on what was captured).26. Save the bin (Mac: Cmd+S | PC: Ctrl+S).27. Close the bin.Note | A

diamond (Mac) or an asterisk (PC) preceding a bin’s name in the bin’s title bar indicates that

changes have been made to the bin and you need to save it.28. If there are additional tapes to

capture, create a bin (Mac: Cmd+N | PC: Ctrl+N).29. Name the new bin exactly the same as

the tape/disc to be captured (or according to your company’s naming conventions), and then

press Enter.30. In the Bin window, click the Text tab.31. On the Bin View menu, select

Statistics.32. Drag the Resize box (lower-right corner of the Bin window) to display more

columns.33. Repeat Steps 9–27.Logging ClipsIn some situations, only a few of the clips on a



tape/disc require capturing. The Capture tool has a function that allows you to log those clips

and Avid will capture them automatically.To capture by logging clips1. In the Project window,

click the Bins tab.2. Create a bin (Mac: Cmd+N | PC: Ctrl+N).3. Name the new bin exactly

the same as the tape/disc that needs to be captured (or in accordance with your company’s

naming conventions), and then press Enter.4. In the Bin window, click the Text tab (if it isn’t

already selected).5. On the Bin View menu, select Statistics.6. Drag the Resize box (lower-

right corner of the Bin window) to display more columns.7. Open the Audio tool (Mac: Cmd+1

| PC: Ctrl+1).8. Open the Capture tool (Mac: Cmd+7 | PC: Ctrl+7).Note | The Capture tool

must be set up correctly to log clips from a tape/disc.Ensure that the deck is in remote and the

Capture tool recognizes the deck connected to Avid. If the video deck’s name isn’t displayed in

the Deck Selection menu, read APPENDIX 2: Deck Configuration.9. Insert the tape/disc.10. In

the Select Tape dialog box, click New.11. Name the tape/disc correctly.12. Press Enter twice:

once to enter the name and once to close the dialog box. The tape/disc name will update in the

Capture tool.13. On the Capture tool, click Rewind, and then rewind the tape/disc to the

beginning.14. Click Capture/Log Mode (to toggle to Log mode). The Capture/Log Mode

button toggles between Capture mode (for capturing) and Log mode (for logging clips). The

appearance of the Capture/Log Mode button toggles between the two icons shown in FIGURE

2-9.Figure 2-9. Capture Tool window—Top: Capture mode and Bottom: Log mode.15. Just as

when capturing an entire tape/disc, when logging clips, the Capture tool must be set up

correctly. Check the following four components of the Capture tool: (a) Channel Selection

buttons—Select the channels to be captured. (b) Bin menu—Ensure that the bin is named

correctly. (c) Res (Resolution) menu—Select the correct video resolution. (d) Source

Tape display—Displays the tape/disc name. The bin should be named the same as the tape/

disc (or in accordance with your company’s naming conventions).Tip | There are two ways to

log clips with the Capture tool: Type specific timecodes. Shuttle through the tape/

disc.16. Click Play or click Shuttle to find the first timecode. Click Mark IN and the timecode

will display in the box to the right of the button (see FIGURE 2-10).Figure 2-10. Capture Tool

window displaying Mark IN timecode and the following buttons (from left): Shuttle, Play, and

Mark IN.Note | If an incorrect Mark IN timecode is entered, you can either type a new timecode

or press Clear IN and repeat Step 16.17. Click Play or click Shuttle to find the last

timecode. Click Mark OUT and the timecode displays in the box to the right of the button,

and the duration between the Mark IN and Mark OUT timecodes displays in the Duration

display (see FIGURE 2-11).Figure 2-11. Capture Tool window displaying Mark OUT timecode

and duration.Note | If an incorrect Mark OUT timecode is entered, you can either type a new

timecode or press Clear OUT and repeat Step 17.18. (Optional) On the Capture tool, in the

Clip Name text box, type a name for the clip.19. Click Log Clip and a clip appears in the bin

with its name, tracks, start, and Capture Tool settings.20. Repeat Steps 16–19 until the tape/

disc is logged.21. Save the bin (Mac: Cmd+S | PC: Ctrl+S).Note | Once Avid starts to capture

the logged clips, you will not be able to modify the Capture tool settings. Setting up the Capture

tool correctly before capturing the clips is very important. You do not want to cause the Batch

Capture function to abort.22. Click Capture/Log Mode to return to the default Capture

tool.23. Confirm that the Capture tool is set up correctly.It is possible to select different video

and audio track combinations when logging clips, and the Capture tool will only capture those

tracks. Also, if you mistakenly select or deselect the tracks, you can delete the clip and start

over.24. Click the bin.25. Select all of the clips in the bin (Mac: Cmd+A | PC: Ctrl+A).26. Select

Clip>>Batch Capture.27. In the Batch Capture dialog box, do the following, and then click OK.

(a) Select Offline media only.If there are already captured clips in a bin, selecting the Offline



media only option causes Avid to ignore those clips and capture the offline clips. (b) Ensure

that the Extend handles beyond master clip edges check box is not selected.Avid captures the

exact timecodes you chose. If those timecodes are near a timecode break and the Extend

handles beyond master clip edges option is selected, the new extended timecodes may cross

over those timecode breaks, and Avid cannot complete a batch capture when there are

timecode breaks.If footage is present on the tape/disc, selecting the Extend handles beyond

master clip edges option causes Avid to add extra frames to the beginning and the end of the

clip.Figure 2-12. Batch Capture dialog box.It is common to log several tapes/discs and then

batch capture them all at once. In these situations, Avid may prompt you to insert a different

tape/disc even though a tape/disc may be present in the deck.28. Insert the correct tape/disc, if

needed. (If you have not been logging more than one tape/disc, the tape/disc in the deck is

used.)29. The Avid Media Composer dialog box appears when you log more than one tape/disc

at a time. In the Avid Media Composer dialog box, click Mounted, and Avid begins capturing

the clips in the bin according to the settings given to the clips.Figure 2-13. Avid Media

Composer dialog box prompting you to insert the correct tape/disc if you have been logging

more than one tape/disc at a time.Note | Batch Capture is a great timesaver if you do not want

to capture an entire tape/disc, but be aware that if there are any timecode breaks in between

the set timecodes, Avid aborts the Batch Capture process.Once the Batch Capture process is

finished, a message displays saying that the Batch Capture is complete or incomplete.If the

Batch Capture is incomplete, the message lists the number of clips correctly captured.Figure

2-14. Capture Tool window while Batch Capturing.30. Double-click one of the clips in the bin

and confirm there is video, audio, or both on the clip (depending on what was

captured).31. Save the bin (Mac: Cmd+S | PC: Ctrl+S).32. Close the bin.33. Rewind the tape/

disc almost to the beginning.34. Eject the tape/disc.35. Mark the tape/disc with a colored circle,

an “X,” or a check mark (or how your company wants a tape/disc to be marked) to indicate to

other assistant editors that the tape/disc has been captured.Did I Do This Correctly? Were

tapes/discs rewound to the beginning before capturing?If tapes/discs are not rewound to the

beginning before capturing, all of the footage will not be captured and those tapes/discs will

have to be re-captured. After capturing, were tapes/discs fast forwarded to the end?Fast

forwarding ensures that there is no more footage on the tapes/discs letting you know that all of

the footage has been captured. The end timecode of the last clip in the bin should be the last

timecode on the tape/disc. Were tapes/discs captured at the correct video resolution?Before

closing the bin, look at the resolution beneath the Video column heading in the bin and make

sure the desired resolution is displayed. Were tapes/discs captured to the correct drive?

Before closing the bin, look at the Drive column heading and make sure that all of the footage

is on the correct drive. Were tapes/discs and bins correctly labeled?Look at the name on the

physical tape/disc and the bin name and the tape/disc name in Avid. All of them should adhere

to your company’s naming conventions. Were all tapes/discs captured?There should be a

master tape/disc list that shows all of the tapes/discs that were received or needed to be

captured. Compare this list against all of the bins that have been captured and verify that all

the tapes/discs listed are present in Avid. Was Capture across timecode breaks chosen in the

Capture Settings dialog box?Check the Capture settings on all of your Avid computers and

ensure that the Capture across timecode breaks option is selected. In the Project window, click

the Settings tab, and then select the Capture setting and verify that this option was selected.

Don’t assume that once Avid stops capturing, the tape/disc has finished capturing. This

mistake can be avoided by having this setting selected and fast forwarding on a tape/disc to

make sure no footage was missed. If a tape/disc stopped in the middle of the capturing



process and continued to roll without capturing footage, was the tape/disc rewound to the

timecode of the last clip?Avid sometimes hiccups while capturing and instead of capturing

across a timecode break, it will stop capturing but the tape/disc will continue playing. When this

happens, look at the end timecode of the last clip captured, rewind the tape/disc to that point,

and continue capturing. Don’t forget to let the tape/disc preroll for five seconds! Were tapes/

discs marked to indicate that they were captured?If a tape/disc is properly marked, then it will

not be captured twice. Checking the project’s bins is another way to determine if a tape/disc

has been captured.CHAPTER 3:File-Based MediaTasks in This ChapterTo bring file-based

footage into Avid using AMATo consolidate clipsTo transcode clipsTo bring XDCAM footage into

Avid using AMATo bring XDCAM footage into Avid with AMA disabledTHERE ARE CAMERAS

THAT shoot on formats other than tape. These cameras can record video to file-based media

such as Secure Digital (SD) cards, CompactFlash® (CF) cards, and XDCAM® discs. This file-

based media is recorded in a variety of formats including QuickTime® movies.Bringing file-

based footage into Avid differs from tape-based footage because unlike tape-based footage

that has to be captured and converted into a digital file format that Avid can read prior to

bringing it into Avid, file-based footage is already in digital format and only requires conversion

prior to bringing it into Avid.File-based footage comes with a huge bonus: metadata. Metadata

is information that a camera can attach to a clip—such as when the footage was shot, the

cameraperson’s name, the episode filmed, and the location. This metadata is extremely useful

when it is available in a database. Through metadata, companies can create searchable

catalogs of all of their footage from all of their video shoots. This is a big departure from tape-

based media because although tape logs may accompany a tape from a video shoot, finding a

particular shot isn’t as easy or as fast as it is with file-based media.In typical Avid fashion, there

are several ways to ingest file-based media such as capturing (as discussed in Chapter 2:

Capturing) and importing. Importing includes workflows such as Avid Media Access (AMA)—a

plug-in that allows you to view file-based footage without importing the media into Avid—and

the Import command.Settings NeededConfigure the following settings before beginning the

tasks in this chapter.AMA SETTINGS DIALOG BOXBins TabNavigation: Project window |

Settings tab | Select AMA from the Settings list | AMA Settings dialog box | Bins tab Use

active bin (select option)—When this option is selected, you have greater control over the

media going into the bins.Figure 3-1. AMA Settings dialog box | Bins tab.Volume Mounting

TabNavigation: Project window | Settings tab | Select AMA from the Settings list | AMA Settings

dialog box | Volume Mounting tab Enable AMA Volume Management (select check box)—

When this option is selected, AMA is turned on.Caution! | If Enable AMA Volume Management

was not previously selected, you must restart the application for the setting to take

effect. When mounting previously mounted volumes, do not check for modifications to the

volume (clear check box)—When not selected, this acts as a check because if file-based

footage was already accessed through Avid, it prevents the media from being loaded in a

bin. To load the same file-based footage multiple times within a project, select the check box;

however, that is not the case for this chapter.Figure 3-2. AMA Settings dialog box | Volume

Mounting tab.NAMING CONVENTIONSEnsure that the folder and file names of the file-based

footage adhere to your company’s naming conventions and contain no more than the Avid-

allowed 27 characters. You must do this before the footage is brought into Avid.Naming folders

and files is not a trivial matter. Accessing poorly named folders/files is frustrating and time

consuming not only for the person who named them but also for that person’s coworkers for

months and even years into the future. If your company has a naming convention in place,

follow it to the character. And if it does not, make it a point to practice good file management by



choosing a naming convention that provides useful information and by using it

consistently.Folder/file names also have to fit within the allowed number of characters of the

programs where they are used. Avid restricts the names of bins and folders to 27 characters

(this does not include the period and the three-character file extension). Since cameras can

assign names that are more than 27 characters, at minimum you must shorten the file names

from cameras to no more than 27 characters to bring those files into Avid.A popular naming

convention uses 22 characters. Its components are described below. Note that an underscore

(_) character is added between each component. 2-character show abbreviation 4-character

location abbreviation 4-character sublocation abbreviation(Optional, but if a camera shoot

spans several sublocations within one location, it is a useful differentiating element.) 2-

character camera and card/disc abbreviation 6-character date abbreviation18 characters + 4

underscores = 22 charactersFor example, the 22-character folder name

EL_KIMD_PARK_A1_101410 is based on the following components: EL: Show abbreviation

(Elvis Life) KIMD: Location abbreviation (Kent Island, Maryland) PARK: Sublocation

abbreviation (dog park) A1: Camera and card/disc abbreviation (camera A, disc 1) 101410:

Date abbreviation (mmddyy)CROSSOVER CLIPSWhen shooting tape, a cameraperson can

only shoot a certain amount of footage before the tape has to be changed; however, in a card

environment, it is possible to shoot for longer periods of time. Some digital video cameras

support having multiple cards in them at the same time. These cameras automatically split the

media between two cards (for example, card 2 and card 3) if the file size becomes too large for

one card, so the cameraperson can continue recording.It is important that assistant editors

accommodate this possibility in their workflow because when the time comes to look at that file

in Avid, to see it completely, the folders containing the media from card 2 and card 3 must have

been mounted (placed) in bins at the same time; otherwise, the clip that “crossed over” from

card 2 to card 3 will be half online and half offline.Caution! | It is important to mount all of the

folders from a file-based shoot in bins at the same time to prevent “crossover clips” from being

half online and half offline.Bringing File-Based Footage into Avid Using AMAAvid Media

Access (AMA) is a plug-in that allows you to view file-based footage without bringing the media

into Avid.To bring file-based footage into Avid using AMA1. Connect the drive containing the

file-based footage to the Avid computer.2. Double-click the drive that contains the file-based

footage and check the names of the folders and files (see Naming Conventions).3. Start Avid,

and in the Select Project dialog box that appears, do the following, and then click OK. (a) In

the User Profile menu, select an existing user profile. (b) In the Project list, select a

project.4. In the Project window, on the Format tab, ensure that the Project Type menu is at

the correct setting. This is an important choice that determines the options available in the

Target Video Resolution menu in the Consolidate/Transcode dialog box in To transcode clips,

Step 4(d). If the file-based media is shot in an HD resolution, and the HD resolution is to be

preserved for edit, set the Project Type to the correct HD setting (this varies depending on the

HD format of the file-based footage).Note | For details on creating user profiles and creating

projects, see CHAPTER 1: Getting Started in Avid. If the file-based media is shot in an HD

resolution, but the edit is to be performed in SD, set the Project Type to an SD setting.Figure

3-3. Project window | Format tab.5. Create a bin (Mac: Cmd+N | PC: Ctrl+N).6. Copy the

name of any file-based media folder on the drive (Mac: Cmd+C | PC: Ctrl+C).7. Paste the

folder name as the bin name (Mac: Cmd+V | PC: Ctrl+V), and then type “FB” (for file-based) at

the end of the bin name.Appending “FB” (file-based) to the end of a bin name differentiates

bins/folders linked to cards/discs from bins/folders linked to Avid’s shared media storage.8.

Press Enter.9. Select File>>Link to AMA Volumes.10. In the Select the root of the virtual



volume dialog box that appears, click the file-based media folder name on the drive, click

Choose, and then wait for the clips to load in the bin.When the clips load in the active bin, they

are automatically highlighted yellow and columns for the clip metadata are automatically

created in the bin.11. Drag the Resize box to the right to view the clip metadata in the bin.If the

metadata is not present, it may need to be added.Figure 3-4. Project bin displaying the Text tab

showing clip metadata.12. Click the Bin Fast Menu, and select Headings.13. In the Bin Column

Selection dialog box that appears, click All/None twice to clear all previous column

selections.Figure 3-5. Bin Column Selection dialog box.Note | Notice in the Bin Column

Selection dialog box, in the Select the columns to display list that all of the current column

headings (including the metadata columns that were automatically added) are available for

use.While the metadata columns will be removed from display on the Text tab of the Bin

window for the next process, the information remains available for use.14. From the Select the

columns to display list, select Drive and Format, click OK, and then the Drive and Format

columns appear.Note | If you intend to consolidate/transcode these files, it’s a good practice to

display the Format column and take a quick look at the file format to see if it is compatible with

the project format.This ensures that Avid can read the files and is able to consolidate/

transcode them. For example, a PAL project format will not work with NTSC footage.If the file

format isn’t compatible, change the format on the Format tab of the Project window.The

purpose of Steps 15–23 is to preserve critical information in an easily accessible format. Clip

File Paths—There are occasions when the Drive column displays information other than the

original location of the footage. For example, after consolidating, the Drive column displays the

project name. If you need to find the original location of the footage, preserving the file path

information of the Drive column will allow you to do so.The procedure is to duplicate the Drive

column information and place it in a newly created column (Folder Name column) to preserve

the original file path information. Clip Names—There are occasions when the clip names will

be a series of numbers that won’t make sense to you. While it is better to change clip names

before they are brought into Avid, you can change clip names once they are in the bin, but it is

important to retain the original information in the bin to cross reference with the original media

on the cards/discs.The procedure is to duplicate the Name column information (the original clip

names as a series of numbers) and place it in a newly created column (Clip Name column) to

preserve the original-name information.15. In the Bin window, on the Text tab, create two

columns: (a) Click in the empty area to the right of the column headings (that is, to the right

of the Drive column), type “Folder Name” and then press Enter.Figure 3-6. Project bin: creating

a column.Note | Column headings can contain a maximum of 14 characters (including

spaces). (b) Click in the empty area to the right of the Folder Name column, type “Clip

Name” and then press Enter.16. Click the Bin View menu, and select Save As.17. In the View

Name dialog box that appears, type “File Based View” in the Name of this view box, and then

click OK.Figure 3-7. View Name dialog box.18. Drag the Resize box to the right until all column

headings are visible.19. Duplicate the Name column information by clicking the Name column

heading, and then pressing Mac: Cmd+D | PC: Ctrl+D.20. In the Select dialog box that

appears, from the Copy ‘Name’ column to list, select Clip Name, and then click

OK.21. Duplicate the Drive column information by clicking the Drive column heading, and then

pressing Mac: Cmd+D | PC: Ctrl+D.22. In the Select dialog box that appears, from the Copy

‘Drive’ column to list, select Folder Name, and then click OK.23. Repeat Steps 5–22 until all of

the folders from the shoot are mounted in separate bins. All folders from a file-based shoot

must be mounted in bins at the same time to prevent crossover clips from being half online and

half offline. See Settings Needed: Crossover Clips for the full discussion.Consolidating and



TranscodingConsolidating and transcoding perform two different functions. Consolidating

creates copies of clips to a target drive that you specify while preserving the native resolutions.

Transcoding creates copies of clips to a target drive that you specify while changing the native

resolutions. Choose the process that is best suited for the task at hand.ConsolidatingTo

consolidate clips1. Select all of the clips in the bin (Mac: Cmd+A | PC: Ctrl+A).Tip | You can

also right-click one of the clips, and then select Consolidate/Transcode.2. Select

Clip>>Consolidate/Transcode.3. In the Consolidate/Transcode dialog box that appears, do the

following: (a) Select Consolidate. (b) In the Target Drive(s) area, select the Video, audio,

and data on same drive(s) check box. (c) In the Video/Data list, select the target drive (that

is, the drive the media will copy to). (d) Clear the Delete original media files when done

check box. (e) Clear the Skip media files already on the target drive check box. (f) Click

Consolidate.Figure 3-8. Consolidate/Transcode dialog box displaying Consolidate

settings.4. In the Copying Media Files dialog box that appears, select Relink Master clips to

media on the target drive, and then click OK.Figure 3-9. Copying Media Files dialog box.When

Relink Master clips to media on the target drive is selected in the Copying Media Files dialog

box, Avid creates new clips that link to media copied to the target drive. To differentiate

between the original and the new clips, Avid appends “.old” at the end of the original clip

names.Figure 3-10. Consolidating status.Note | In Figure 3-11, notice that the Drive column

shows the ELVIS_LIFE drive as the location (file path) of the consolidated clips.If the

information in the Drive column had not been copied into the Folder Name column (see To

bring file-based footage into Avid using AMA, Steps 21– 22), it would be very difficult to find the

location of the original footage.Figure 3-11. Project Bin window displaying offline clips (yellow

highlight) and online clips (blue highlight) after consolidating.Note | After consolidating and the

clips are copied to the target drive, when the drives are disconnected from the system, the

original file-based clips appear Offline.It is a good practice to separate the original file-based

clips from the consolidated clips by creating a bin for the consolidated clips because it will

prevent editors from thinking that their media is Offline.5. In the Project window, copy the

name of the bin with “FB” at the end of its name (Mac: Cmd+C | PC: Ctrl+C).6. Create a bin

(Mac: Cmd+N | PC: Ctrl+N).7. Paste the name into the new bin name (Mac: Cmd+V | PC: Ctrl

+V), delete “FB” from the end of the bin name, and then press Enter.8. Drag the consolidated

clips into the new bin.9. Close both bins.TranscodingTo transcode clips1. In the Project

window, on the Format tab, in the Project Type menu, select the project type that you want to

change the clips to.2. Click on the bin, and then select all of the clips in the bin (Mac: Cmd+A |

PC: Ctrl+A).Tip | You can also right-click one of the clips, and then select Consolidate/

Transcode.3. Select Clip>>Consolidate/Transcode.4. In the Consolidate/Transcode dialog

box that appears, do the following: (a) Select Transcode. (b) In the Target Drive(s) area,

select the Video, audio, and data on same drive(s) check box. (c) In the Video/Data list,

select the target drive (that is, the drive the media will copy to). (d) In the Target Video

Resolution menu, select the target video resolution. (e) Click Transcode.Note | Remember,

when consolidating, the clips are copied in their original format to the new target drive, and

when transcoding, the clips are copied at the resolution you select in the Target Video

Resolution menu, in the Consolidate/Transcode dialog box to the new target drive.Figure 3-12.

Consolidate/Transcode dialog box displaying Transcode settings.Note | For this section (for

example), the project type was set at 30i NTSC in Step 1, and these are the corresponding

options available in the Target Video Resolution menu in the Consolidate/Transcode dialog

box.If, for example, the project type was set to be 1080i/59.94, there would be different options

in the Target Video Resolution menu.Figure 3-13. Transcoding status.5. In the Project window,



copy the name of the bin with “FB” at the end of its name (Mac: Cmd+C | PC: Ctrl

+C).6. Create a bin (Mac: Cmd+N | PC: Ctrl+N).7. Paste the name into the new bin name

(Mac: Cmd+V | PC: Ctrl+V), delete “FB” from the end of the bin name, and then press

Enter.8. Drag the transcoded clips into the new bin.9. Close both bins.Mounting DrivesAvid

retains the names of the folders that you mount and will prevent you from mounting those

folders over and over again to avoid consolidating/transcoding the same clips. If you try to

access a previously mounted folder, the following message appears:“AMA Manager - This

volume was already processed. To mount this volume again, change your Volume Mounting

options in the AMA Settings to always mount the volumes.”To mount a previously accessed

folder, in the AMA Settings dialog box, on the Volume Mounting tab, select the check box for

When mounting previously mounted volumes, do not check for modifications to the

volume.Bringing XDCAM Footage into AvidAs mentioned in the beginning of this chapter,

XDCAM® discs are another type of file-based media. Unlike file-based media that exists on a

card or a hard drive, XDCAM discs can be brought into Avid like tape (capturing), from a hard

drive (importing), or a combination of the two. The choice you make is dependent on the

resources at your disposal.To bring XDCAM footage into Avid, you can use either a deck or a

disc drive (for example, a Sony PDW-F70 or a Sony PDW-U1, respectively). Whether using a

deck or a disc drive, the instructions are the same—the main difference is the use of

AMA: Enable AMA to immediately view the clips. Once the clips are viewed, consolidate or

transcode them to your storage system to have access without the deck/disc drive and the

disc. Follow the instructions in To bring XDCAM footage into Avid using AMA. Disable AMA

if you want to immediately import the full-resolution or proxy footage. Proxy files are lower-

resolution copies of the full-resolution clips that were created while recording. They allow you

to quickly bring in XDCAM footage. Follow the instructions in To bring XDCAM footage into

Avid with AMA disabled.Work through the options in TABLE 3-1, and read through the rest of

this section to determine the workflow appropriate for your situation.To bring XDCAM footage

into Avid using AMA1. Connect the XDCAM deck/disc drive to the computer.2. Turn on the

XDCAM deck/disc drive.3. In the Project window, on the Settings tab, double-click AMA, and

the AMA Settings dialog box appears.4. Click the Bins tab, and confirm that Use active bin is

selected.Figure 3-14. AMA Settings dialog box | Bins tab.5. Click the Volume Mounting tab,

and confirm that Enable AMA Volume Management is selected.Figure 3-15. AMA Settings

dialog box | Volume Mounting tab.Caution! | If Enable AMA Volume Management was not

previously selected, you must restart the application for the setting to take effect.6. Click

OK.7. In the Project window, click the Bins tab.8. Create a bin (Mac: Cmd+N | PC: Ctrl

+N).9. Name the new bin exactly the same as the disc to be imported (or according to your

company’s naming conventions), add “XDCAM” to the end of the bin name, and then press

Enter.Note | If you consolidate/transcode the clips, there needs to be separation between the

bin that contains the XDCAM clips and the bin that contains the consolidated/transcoded

clips.10. In the Bin window, click the Text tab.11. On the Bin View menu, select

Statistics.12. Insert the XDCAM disc into the deck/disc drive, and an XDCAM disc icon appears

on your desktop, and the clips appear in the bin.Figure 3-16. AMA linking clips status (left) and

XDCAM disc icon on the computer’s desktop (right).13. Do one of the following: (a) If the

clips automatically appear in the bin, proceed to Step 14. –or– (b) If the clips do not

appear in the bin, do the following and then proceed to Step 14. (i) Select File>>Link to AMA

Volumes. (ii) In the Select the root of the virtual volume dialog box that appears, click the

XDCAM disc icon, click Choose, and then wait for the clips to load in the bin.14. Select all of

the clips in the bin (Mac: Cmd+A | PC: Ctrl+A).Note | You can work with these clips, but for the



clips to be accessible to multiple users in a shared environment, they should be consolidated/

transcoded to a shared media storage.Tip | You can also right-click one of the clips, and then

select Modify.15. Select Clip>>Modify.16. In the Modify dialog box that appears, from the

Modify Options menu, select Set Source.Figure 3-17. Modify dialog box displaying the Modify

Options menu with Set Source selected.Note | Avid retains the names of tapes/discs that have

already been captured/imported. Be careful not to select a tape/disc name that has already

been entered. (Unless that is the name of your disc!)17. In the Select Tape dialog box that

appears, click New.18. In the Tape Name column, name the disc correctly.     
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